federalism as a viable orientation or theory, citing, for example, the appar ent lack of regard for the intent of the framers (Dye 1990) or the over reliance on federalism as a policy issue (Peterson, Rabe, and Wong 1986) , representational federalism as defined by the court in Garcia does in fact provide the context in which the basic issues o f federalism are debated. Yet, given the dynamic nature o f American federalism, many have questioned whether and how state interests are in fact represented (Derthick 1986; Elazar 1981) . Are state federalism interests represented at the federal level? More specifically, are state governments and/or citizens systemically represented against intrusions from the federal government? If so, how is this representation manifested? The remainder of this article addresses these questions.
The Senate and Federalism
Federalism as a substantive policy issue will continue to be debated and will continue to be meaningful as long as multiple governments share authority and jurisdiction in the United States (Anton 1989) . Although many policies with a federalism impact were considered by the 101st Congress (see, e.g., Pagano, Bowman, and Kincaid 1991 , Conlan 1991 , and Malaby and Webber 1991 , the basic federalism issues persist: what level of government should carry out what activity, and what if anything comprises a "national purpose" sufficiently vital to override the rights o f the states (Anton 1989)? More importantly, given the recent Garcia decision and the acknowledged ambiguity of the Constitution regarding the federal issue, the responsibility for the maintenance of federalism has fallen to the Congress.
Considerable research has shown that constituents are only dimly aware of their representatives' political activities (e.g., Campbell, et al. 1964; Stokes and Miller 1962) , and from that it has been reasoned that a member of Congress has "a very wide range of choices on any given issue, so far as his constituency is concerned" (Dexter 1973) . However, several constraints on legislative voting behavior have been identified, including, but not limited to, party, ideology, and constituency (e.g., Fiorina 1974; Mayhew 1974) .
Although the U.S. Congress as a whole generally is seen as a "focal point" for determining federal relations (Wright 1982) , Senate delegations have a unique responsibility in this area. As Riker (1955) Keeping the powerful evidence regarding the tenuous relationship between the electorate and its representatives in mind, we nevertheless would expect that in order to maintain the integrity of the position of states as separate institutions in the federal system, state delegations to the Senate should at least in some elementary sense reflect the preferences of their formal constituencies (electorate) when deciding federalism issues. To realize the "procedural safeguards" necessary to protect state interests in the absence of formalized obligations, we would expect state delegations to the Senate to act in their role as an agent of the state's polity and to serve generally as a catalyst in the transfer of the political orientations of their respective polities to the national level. In other words, we expect senate delegations to support a federal/state relationship consistent with their respective electorates' preferences.
Data and Analysis
This analysis began by reviewing the votes of the 101st Senate and selecting those which contained a federalism component. Although it is difficult to differentiate between federalism concerns and other policy issues, we required the selected votes to contain a substantive federalism component, i.e., a proposed significant change in the distribution of author ity in the relationship between the states and the national government. Meeting this standard often required the consideration of votes on amendments to larger bills, as the amendments often addressed federalism issues more specifically than the bills from which they originated. Twenty four votes were finally selected.2 The votes then were recoded, where necessary, to consistently reflect whether a particular vote was in agreement with the intention to increase state discretion regarding the policy in question. Finally, the votes for each issue were summed by delegation. Each delegation's vote on a particular issue, then, could reflect 0, 1, or 2 votes in favor of increasing state discretion.
Although similar "federalism scales" based on the simple summation of votes have been developed and utilized in previous research (e.g., Hero 1987a Hero , 1987b Hero , 1989 , it has been argued that such additive scales do not reflect the multidimensional nature of federalism voting (Webber 1989; Malaby and Webber 1991) . Factor analysis is an appropriate procedure for "extracting" the underlying dimensions, or concepts, of roll-call votes and thereby reducing the number of variables by combining them into a number of uncorrelated groups each with a common "theme" (MacRae 1970) . The results of this procedure are presented in Table 1 . Four factors were extracted from the delegation votes, which in combination explain 71.96 percent of the variation in the votes. The factor loadings, which represent the correlation of each vote with the underlying factor, enable the votes to be grouped on the basis of the strength of their association with the extracted factor. The boxed entries in Table 1 represent the votes that are similar regarding the four extracted dimensions of federal ism voting. The votes that load together on the first factor include the issues of child-care funding, the regulation of out-of-state campaign contributions, education funding, block grants, and the withholding of the distribution of federal monies to states on the basis of the state's policies regarding South African products. Since these primarily are issues of the allocation of federal resources, the factor is interpreted as an "allocative" dimension.
Loading together on the second factor are votes concerning the regula tion of radioactive emissions, the regulation of ozone-depleting chemicals, federal mandates regarding urban smog, and the authority of the states to issue operating permits without the review of the Environmental Protection Agency. While each of the votes has an environmental component, the pri mary issue captured by this factor is one of federal mandates to the states, and is interpreted as a "preemptive" dimension.
Loading on the third factor are the issues of allowing states and locali ties to control and profit from closed military bases, and the reallocation of resources from national defense to education, training, and social services. These broad issues are interpreted as a "distributive" dimension.
Finally, the fourth factor includes votes concerning the impact on the states of the Martin Luther King Holiday Commission, the allocation of grants to states to encourage national and community service, and enforce ment of state sodomy laws. Since these are issues that often are regulated jointly by state and federal governments, this is interpreted as a "conjoint" dimension. These four dimensions of federalism voting by Senate delega tions-allocative, preemptive, distributive, and conjoint-will serve as our dependent variables.
To "explain" the variation in the respective factor scores for each Senate delegation, several variables were selected: the party affiliation and conservatism of the Senate delegation, the party affiliation and conservatism of the state, and the state's political culture. Party affiliation was measured by coding each delegation as consisting of two Republicans, two Democrats, or one Democrat and one Republican. Delegation conservatism was repre sented by American Conservative Union scores as published in Congres sional Quarterly. The initial analysis of these variables revealed them to be highly correlated (r = .81, p = .0001). Due to the relative inability of partisanship and the ACU score to differentiate between Senate delegations, and the generally lesser performance of the ACU scores,3 party identifica tion was chosen to fulfill the function of contrasting the delegations.
Two of the state level variables measuring citizenry characteristics were derived from Wright, Erikson, and Mclver's (1985) large-sample study of state partisanship and ideology. These variables were not significantly related, which is evidence that they do represent different state character istics. Further, the state-level measures of partisanship and ideology were generally only weakly correlated with the measures of Senate delegation
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State political culture is based on Elazar's (1966) classification. It is important to note here that although Elazar's labelling of individualistic, moralistic, and traditionalistic state cultures often has been transformed into an ordinal scale, and even used in analysis as an interval variable, Elazar has maintained that his classifications may not lend themselves to such severe transformations (Elazar 1982) .
To easily accommodate the culture classifications, and allow a more general picture of the impact of state level influences, analysis of variance techniques were chosen as the most appropriate. The state ideology and par tisanship measures were recoded as four-point scales4 and states were classi fied as either individualistic, moralistic, or traditionalistic based on their dominant culture. ANOVAs were performed for each of the four factors, based on the following model: FACTOR^ = A + B + C + D + AB + AC + AD where A is delegation party identification, B is political culture, C is state partisanship, D is state ideology, and AB, AC, and AD are terms represent ing the interaction between the delegation and the state variables. Based on previous research and under the assumption that delegations do effectively represent their states' interests, the general expectation has been that the independent variables would perform as follows: Republican delegations, and those from Republican, conservative, and traditionalistic states, would support greater state discretion, while Democratic delegations from Demo cratic, less conservative, and moralistic states would support greater federal authority at the expense of state discretion. Given the four dimensions of federalism voting we have identified, however, we expect that the delega tions will respond to different pressures based on their conception of the federal issue under consideration.
The results of the four ANOVAs are presented in Table 2 . While prev ious analysis, relying on additive federalism scales, has suggested that ideology and party are most closely associated with overall federalism voting (Hero 1987a (Hero , 1987b , as expected, our data suggest that each factor of federalism is affected by different variables.
For allocative federalism, party affiliation of the Senate delegation appears to be responsible for the greatest proportion of voting variation. As seen in Table 2 , party affiliation, state ideology and the interaction of the two all are statistically significant. Yet, the analysis of factor level effects highlights the role of party affiliation.5 Figure 1 f o r state discretion is highest for Republicans and lowest for Democrats. Further, the role of party across all levels of ideology can be seen. Demo cratic delegations, regardless of the ideology of the state, are more likely to oppose allocative measures that increase state discretion. Although there appears to be considerable interaction between the Republican delegations and state ideology, this effect is driven by the unique behavior of the dele gation from Pennsylvania.6 This anomaly in voting behavior does not restrict us from concluding that in general, Republican delegations, regardless of the ideology of their constituency, are more likely to vote in favor of state discretion on allocative issues. That delegation party affiliation is the dominant explanatory variable supports previous findings regarding the role of party affiliation (Hero 1989 ), but only for allocative federalism issues.
Examining preemptive federalism issues, Table 2 indicates that state ideology and the interaction between delegation party affiliation and state ideology are the only significant variables, suggesting that both state ideology and delegation party affiliation may be responsible for a greater part of the voting variation. However, an examination of the factor effects reveals that no significant difference in delegation voting can be discerned on the basis of delegation partisanship. Senate delegation votes on preemptive federalism issues are best explained as a reflection of the state's ideology. Thus, for issues involving federal mandates to the states, states with populations that identify with conservative ideology are more likely to have senators voting not to preempt state authority, while states with a liberal ideology are more likely to have senators voting to preempt state authority. That state ideology is the dominant explanatory variable suggests that Senate delegations do represent the ideology of their constituents on preemptive issues.
For distributive federalism, Table 2 suggests that party affiliation best explains voting variation. Yet, the interaction with political culture indicates the presence of a cultural effect. Figure 3 illustrates the interaction of delegation party affiliation and state political culture. Previous studies have concluded the absence of any cultural effect (Hero 1987a (Hero , 1987b (Hero , 1989 ). However, our results suggest that while a party role may be identifiable in moralistic and individualistic states, that role collapses in traditionalist states. This difference in the support for distributive federalism issues given the presence of different political cultures is further evidenced by the low mean support for state discretion in moralistic states. Although the difference in the mean responses of delegations from moralistic and individualistic states is not statistically significant, the differences are in a direction that is consistent with the assumption that moralistic states are more likely to accept federal intrusions. That traditionalistic states respond differently than moralistic and individualistic states and that moralistic states have the lowest mean support for state discretion lends support to Elazar's assertions regard ing political culture. Thus, for distributive federalism issues, explaining the votes of Senate delegations involves both an identifiable party affiliation component and a political culture component.
Finally, the independent variables under consideration here failed to produce any significant explanatory information in relation to conjoint federalism. This suggests that voting on conjoint federalism issues is not driven by party, ideology or culture.
Discussion and Conclusions
Previous studies have relied upon additive procedures to measure fed eralism, resulting in muddled findings in which there were no distinctions among the different federalism concepts. Identifying the individual factors of federalism allowed us to isolate the specific variables responsible for voting variation. This procedure results in a clearer understanding of the dynamics of federalism voting. Thus, this analysis at the same time sup ports, clarifies and calls into question several previous findings.
First, it has been asserted that federalism issues are a separate and distinct policy area and, given thus, that explanations of voting variation for federalism issues are different from other domestic policies such as social welfare, government management, agricultural assistance, etc. (Hero 1987a) . To claim that all federalism issues are/are not a separate policy area distinct from other domestic issues is beyond the scope of this analysis. However, our results suggest that delegation voting on preemptive federalism issues, explained by state ideology, is the only type of federalism issue explained by variables other than those used to explain variation in voting for other domestic policies (Clausen 1973) . As such, rather than suggesting that all federalism issues be combined into a unique policy area, our analysis indicates that preemptive federalism issues are unique among domestic policy areas in general, as well as unique among federalism issues in par ticular, when it comes to explanations of voting variation. Indeed, pre emptive issues, apart from all others under consideration here, appear to bring out a willingness on the part of senators to defend state federalism interests per se.
Further, conjoint federalism issues offer an entire area of policy issues that are unaffected by delegation party affiliation, state ideology or political culture. This finding is not new and has been addressed in a general way by several scholars. Previous studies suggest that federalism issues are sometimes mediative (Hero 1989) , accidental (Riker 1985) , or "nonvisible" to constituents (Kozak 1984 (Kozak , 1987 and, as such, play only a limited role in congressional decision making. Our findings clarify this proposition. For conjoint federalism issues, it appears as if both the public and politicians fail to respond as they would for other federalism issues, indicating either a lack of association of those issues with federalism concerns, or an inability to distinguish the federalism component or recognize it as a distinct policy area.
Second, the relationship between ideology, partisanship, and federalism is clarified. Allocative and distributive issues, which together account for 80 percent of the explained variation in Senate delegation voting, are best explained with variables other than state ideology. In most cases, the impor tant variable that best explains variation in delegation voting is delegation party affiliation, not state ideology or partisanship. This finding supports Clausen and Cheney's (1970) suggestion that the national orientation of the senator and the heterogeneous nature of a senator's constituency might lessen the effect of constituency pressure as a factor in voting.
Third, the discounting of Elazar's theory of political culture as it applies to federalism might be premature. When used as Elazar intended, this analysis finds modest support for his assertions regarding differences in
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Fourth, while the Senate may be an institution capable of representing the interests of the citizenry (Riker 1955; Sinclair 1989) and through which the states may fight federal intrusions and support state discretion, (Wechsler 1954; Chopper 1980) , the overall effectiveness of the Senate as a representa tive of state federalism interests in our federal system is called into question. Variation in votes on both allocative and distributive federalism issues are explained largely through the party affiliation of the Senate delegation, not the ideology of the citizenry. While there is some general support for cul tural explanations for distributive issues, the role of party affiliation also is obvious. Thus, only for preemptive federalism issues are state characteristics the most important variable for explaining voting variation.
The conclusions of the analysis are four-fold. First, the strong associa tion of the federalism factors with separate variables reinforces previous conclusions that federalism is not a unidimensional concept. As such, to understand the relationship between state representation and federalism issues, one must take into account the dimensions of federalism. Second, the variation in Senate voting on federalism issues is dependent upon the type of federalism issue under consideration. Allocative issues are best explained by the partisan affiliation of the delegation, preemptive issues are best explained by the state's ideology, distributive issues are best explained by delegation party affiliation and state political culture, and conjoint issues are not necessarily viewed as federalism issues at all. Third, given these results, the claimed differences between federalism issues and other policy areas, based on voting variations, are called into question except in the case of issues of preemptive federalism. Fourth, given the explanatory power of delegation party affiliation, state ideology and state culture, Senate dele gations appear to represent state federalism interests only in such cases of preemption.
NOTES
'See National League of Cities v. Usery 426 US 833, 1976 and Hodel v. Virginia Surface Mining and Reclamation Association 452 US 264, 1981. 2See the appendix for the list of senate votes utilized in this analysis. 3When the ANOVAs presented here were performed using ACU scores in lieu of party identification, the results obtained were essentially the same. However, the ACU scores generally were less powerful predictors of the dependent variable in question.
